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Book Reviews 
W. LINDE, Probability in Banach Spaces-Stable and Infinitely Divisible Distributions, 
Wiley, 1986, 195 pp. 
No kidding: the theory of Banach spaces, several times declared defunct, is now finding that 
probability is its best customer. And the results are not only concrete, they are at times down- 
right combinatorial. A worthy reward for quiet hard work, undaunted by the premature scorn 
of those who would prematurely see the end of functional analysis. 
H. KESTEN (Ed.), Percolation Theory and Ergodic Theory of Infinite Particle Systems, 
Springer, 1987, 323 pp. 
Unbeknownst to the world at large, a new school of probabilists, under the leadership of 
the great Kesten, have been hatching the stochastic processes of the future, and breaking the 
one-dimensional Markovian barrier, which in more Doobian times seemed almost 
impenetrable. The combinatorics of percolation, the anfractuosities of simultaneous many- 
particle motion, and even the mysteries of phase transition seem at last within the reach of 
mathematical rigor. We hope, however, never to be asked to teach the course: it might take a 
few years of study. 
A. T. FOMENKO, D. B. FUCHS, AND V. L. GUTENMACHER, Homotopic Topology, Akademiai 
Kiado, 1986, 310 pp. 
Why is it that the only readable books in algebraic topology come from Eastern Europe? 
Why is it that techniques that ought to be familiar to every mathematician, such as spectral 
sequences, are still viewed as esoteric? Why is it that so few topologists in the West write any 
books at all? Go and find out, as Pushkin would write. 
JAMES H. JUSTICE, Maximum Entropy and Bayesian Methods in Applied Statistics, 
Cambridge University Press, 1986, 319 pp. 
The maximum entropy principle is one of the hot potatoes of our day, though it has not 
split the world of statistics as Bayes’s law has. Despite the thorough exposition of all angles of 
present-day knowledge given in this unusually clear survey, the mystery remains: why does it 
work so well? 
M. D. FRIED AND M. JARDEN, Field Arithmetic, Springer, 1986, 458 pp. 
This much-needed book tills an enormous gap in the literature, the chasm that opened 
when Ax, Kochen, and others showed how to apply logic to held theory. Actually, the 
exposition goes much farther, to the utmost reaches of Galois theory and into the thick of 
algebraic geometry. An achievement worthy of a Steele Prize. 
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